Science in Context http://journals.cambridge.org/SIC Additional services for Science in Context: Email alerts: Click here Subscriptions: Click here Commercial reprints: Click here Terms of use : Click here Models at Work-Models in Decision Making Ekaterina Svetlova and Vanessa Dirksen Science in Context / Volume 27 / Issue 04 / December 2014, pp 561 577 DOI: 10.1017/S0269889714000209, Published online: 13 November 2014 Link to this article: http://journals.cambridge.org/abstract_S0269889714000209 How to cite this article: Ekaterina Svetlova and Vanessa Dirksen (2014). Models at Work-Models in Decision Making. Science in Context, 27, pp 561-577 doi:10.1017/S0269889714000209 Request Permissions : Click here Downloaded from http://journals.cambridge.org/SIC, IP address: 131.152.255.162 on 14 Nov 2014 Science in Context 27(4), 561–577 (2014). C© Cambridge University Press 2014 doi:10.1017/S0269889714000209 Models at Work-Models in Decision Making Ekaterina Svetlova University of Constance E-mail: Ekaterina.Svetlova@uni-konstanz.de Vanessa Dirksen University of Constance E-mail: Vanessa.Dirksen@uni-konstanz.de 1. The goal of this topical section In recent years, research on modeling in both the philosophy of science and the social studies of science and technology has undergone an acute transformation. Philosophers and social scientists have begun to realize that science, in the words of Carrier and Nordmann, has increasingly shifted its focus from "epistemic or truthoriented" research to "application-dominated" research. "Science is viewed today as an essentially practical endeavor" (Carrier and Nordmann 2011, 1) and should be considered in the context of its application. In accordance with this re-orienting of science, research on modeling has also changed. Still considering models as genuinely scientific tools, philosophers and social scientists promoted the "practice turn" that suggests a sharper focus on pragmatic issues and the performative and productive role of modeling. Application of models for the resolution of practice-related problems is viewed as an extension of science. In this topical section, we highlight the next step of research on modeling aiming to contribute to the emerging literature that radically refrains from approaching modeling as a scientific endeavor. Modeling surpasses "doing science" because it is frequently incorporated into decision-making processes in politics and management, i.e., areas which are not solely epistemically oriented. We do not refer to the production of models in academia for abstract or imaginary applications in practical fields, but instead highlight the real entwinement of science and policy and the real erosion of their boundaries. Models in decision making – due to their strong entwinement with policy and management – are utilized differently than models in science; they are employed for different purposes and with different constraints. We claim that "being a part of decision-making" implies that models are elements of a very particular situation, in which knowledge about the present and the future is limited but dependence of decisions on the future is distinct. Emphasis on the future indicates that decisions 562 Ekaterina Svetlova and Vanessa Dirksen are made about actions that have severe and lasting consequences. In these specific situations, models enable not only the acquisition of knowledge (the primary goal of science) but also enable deciding upon actions that change the course of events. As a result, there are specific ways to construct effective models and justify their results. Although some studies have explored this topic, our understanding of how models contribute to decision making outside of science remains fragmentary. This topical section aims to fill this gap in research and formulate an agenda for additional and more systematic investigations in the field. 2. The need to extend the practice-oriented approach to modeling Developing our concept of modeling in decision making, we follow up on the practiceoriented approach that has been envisaged in the philosophy of science and in the social studies of science and technology during the last 20 years. Significant efforts have been placed on resolving the proposed "puzzle of representation" and related idealization issues: "How can [models] represent, if they, well, misrepresent?" (Callender and Cohen 2006, 72). These efforts resulted in the shift toward an increasing concentration on the concrete functioning of models and on modeling practices (Knuuttila et al. 2006). This practice-oriented approach is related to a stronger focus on the pragmatic aspects of model use (Suárez 2003 and 2004; Giere 2004; Knuuttila 2005 and 2011; Alexandrova 2008; Mäki 2009) in the performative idiom (Pickering 1995; Callon 1998; MacKenzie 2006 and 2007) and the productive account of models (Knuuttila and Merz 2009). The related concepts in philosophy of science and social studies of science are "epistemic cultures" (Knorr Cetina 1999 and 2007), "epistemic lifestyles" (Shackley 2001), models as "epistemic artifacts" (Knuuttila 2011), models as "mediators" (Morgan and Morrison 1999), and models as "boundary objects" (Star and Griesemer 1989). The "practice turn" contests the understanding of models as purely representational structures (Knuuttila 2005 and 2011). Models are epistemic artifacts or tools that are made productive by means of human intervention and manipulation within particular scientific practices. The definition of models as epistemic tools postulates them as material objects that are not "ready-made" but unfolding elements of situational practices (Knuuttila and Merz 2009; Knorr Cetina 1997 and 2001; Rheinberger 1997). The centrality of these unfolding processes requires explicit tracing of the biographies of the models (Knuuttila et al. 2006). The practice-oriented debate furthermore generates an increased focus on the pragmatic aspects of models, which helps to explain why models are useful tools despite their generic character, inaccuracy, and tenuous connections with the real world (Morgan and Morrison 1999; Mäki 2009). In this literature, consideration is given not only to models (their structure, methods, and forms of idealization) but also to modeling practices and their contexts. To comprehend the nature of models, it is here argued, one should consider the analysis of additional factors, such as the roles of model Models at Work-Models in Decision Making 563 users and their prospective purposes, as well as the importance of internal and external audiences, processes of judgment, justification, and negotiation. Although we take the practice-oriented approach as characterized above as our point of departure, we observe that this concept has been developed by paying attention to scientific inquiry only. Here, modeling remains primarily a scientific practice and models and simulations are considered as "machineries of knowledge construction" (Knorr 2007) or "epistemic tools" (Knuuttila 2011). Novel applications of models in policy and business have transcended the understanding of models as "epistemic tools," however. Recent literature on models for decision making highlights their new roles in politics and management (Jasanoff 1990 and 2005; Shackley 1998; Den Butter and Morgan 2000; van Egmond and Zeiss 2010), e.g., in economic policy (Evans 1999; van den Bogaard 1999), climate policy (Shackley et al. 1999; Shackley 2001; Petersen 2008; Gramelsberger 2011; Gramelsberger and Feichter 2011), flood risk management (Lane et al. 2011), financial markets (MacKenzie 2003 and 2006; Beunza and Stark 2012), and health-care policy (Mansnerus 2012). These studies emphasize that the traditional separation of science – as a place of model construction and development – from the realm of pragmatic model application by practitioners has lessened. Many models are no longer created in the "ivory tower" of science and then transferred as fixed objects to practical fields in which they are mechanically applied. Rather, recent research on modeling demonstrates that, in many cases, the "scientific life" of models cannot be separated from their "working life" (the term of Erika Mansnerus) external to science: scientific and practical criteria and interests are intertwined. This means that scientific aspects may derive from this "working life" or that non-scientific fields – through their involvement in the creation and application of models – become grounded in scientific modeling. As a result, models influence political and economic decisions. In some cases, models are created directly in the field of application, for example, in quantitative finance. Thus, we refer to the true entwinement processes, the "politics of knowledge" (Landström and Whatmore in this issue), instead of an "extension of science." Decision making is a process in which the real entwinement of politics/economy and modeling is typically evident. Thus, the practice-oriented approach should be further developed and amended to focus on the development of models and their use within specific decision-making situations, in which epistemic and non-epistemic aspects of modeling are interwoven. In our theorizing about models, we have to take the next step toward understanding how models structure decisions and actions and the different roles they occupy in these processes. Although the philosophy of science and the social studies of science have revealed important insights in this area, they are not detached from the science-focused understanding of modeling, and their results remain fragmentary. To illustrate the rather fragmentary and inaccurate nature of studies of modeling in decision making, we observe that some case studies focus on singular aspects of model construction for decision making and model use in decision making. The majority of these studies concentrate on model-based knowledge production without providing 564 Ekaterina Svetlova and Vanessa Dirksen any concrete insight of how the outcomes of models translate into political decisions (e.g., Shackley et al. 1999). Of the studies on model use that do explain how model outcomes are incorporated into decisions, scholars neglect the origins of models; here, the models are simply "given" and, thus, are rather passive (e.g., studies on model use in risk management in banks by Mikes 2009 and 2011 and in the practice of derivatives trading in financial markets by Beunza and Stark 2012). The aforementioned studies typically provide an extensive list of the various functions that models in decision-making practices may have. Investigations of the functional roles of models are a part of the practical turn in that they demonstrate that models do more than inform or provide knowledge and pragmatic aspects are particularly crucial for understanding how models function. All three articles in this topical section contribute to ongoing investigations of the extensive roles of models: Models enable the dissemination and democratization of evidence (Landström and Whatmore in this section) and the coordination of activities with reference to "boundary objects" (van Egmond and Zeiss in this section); they can be used as communication, argumentation, and negotiation tools that provide "discursive spaces" (Evans 1999 and 2000) in which shared understandings are established (Landström and Whatmore in this section). Models also organize and rationalize the forecasting process, facilitate consistency in forecasting, provide a framework in which the market situation is defined, or are anchors for the development of a consistent story, e.g., the view on the market (Wansleben in this section). Furthermore, models function as "bridges" between disciplinary scientific communities and teams of practitioners (van Egmond and Zeiss in this section with reference to Evans 2000). They are also crucial for legitimizing and justifying decisions (van Egmond and Zeiss in this section). At the same time, the description of the extensive roles of models in various heterogeneous fields provides vague indications about the mechanism of model participation in decision making. It is our contention that this occurs because research on modeling has traditionally focused on science. However, to understand how models work as decision-making tools, we have to begin with the decision-making process in which models are involved. In descriptions of the role of models in decision making, the definition of decision making is typically assumed to be known or given. However, this assumption is not trivial if we consider the variety of existing decision-making concepts. Should we subscribe to rational choice as a still dominating approach which presupposes the exact calculation of an optimal action? Or is "bounded rationality," or any other normative or cognitive decision-making concept more suitable? Thus, to deliberate meaningfully the role of models in decision making, we – maybe paradoxically – have to temporarily disregard a model-centered discussion and focus on the conceptualization of the decision-making process. In analyzing the entwinement of knowledge and policy, we deem it necessary to consider not only modeling practices but also decisionmaking practices. Hence, prior to further developing the discussion on models in decision making, it is crucial to clarify our understanding of decision-making situations. Models at Work-Models in Decision Making 565 3. The major features of decision-making situations compared with the basic situation in science Based on the analysis of the contributions to this special section and the related literature, we refer to the American pragmatist philosopher John Dewey and define a decision-making situation as an "incomplete situation": This incompleteness is not psychical. Something is 'there', but what is there does not constitute the entire objective situation. As there, it requires something else. Only after this something else has been supplied will the given coincide with the full subject-matter. This consideration has an important bearing upon the conception of indeterminate and contingent. . . . The logical implication is that of a subject-matter as yet undeterminated, unfinished or not wholly given. The implication is of future things. (Dewey 1915, 506) Goffman uses the term "problematic situation" to denote "something not yet determined but about to be" (Goffman 1969, 110). The genuine uncertainty of the becoming situation and, thus, the principal unawareness of what is going to happen are the major characteristics of the decision-making situation in all three contributions to this special section. Because the decision-making situation is constantly becoming, some information is not always available at the time of decision making and cannot be searched, obtained, or processed in principle. In the situation of radical uncertainty and undecidability, true decisions always exceed "the calculable programme" (Derrida 2001); they elude calculation rules or other types of rules. Agents have to decide in an incomplete situation, although the reasons and rules for doing so are fragmentary and insufficient. Agents have to decide because decision-making situations demand actions; those actions have severe and lasting consequences in the future. Agents cannot allow themselves to stay passive or be paralyzed by the described contingencies: they have to make decisions and act to alter existing conditions: But it is the given of something to be done. The survey and inventory of present conditions (of facts) are not something complete in themselves; they exist for the sake of an intelligent determination of what is to be done, of what is required to complete the given. . . . The discovery that a man is suffering from an illness is not a discovery that he must suffer, or that the consequent course of events is determined by his illness; it is the indication of a needed and of a possible mode of action by which to restore health. (Dewey 1915, 508) Keynes, for example, also states that – although the economic world is genuinely uncertain – "the necessity to action and for decision compels us as practical men to do our best to overlook this awkward fact" in order to make decisions and intervene in reality (Keynes 1937/1973, 213f.). The necessity of intervention makes the required 566 Ekaterina Svetlova and Vanessa Dirksen decisions and actions fateful (Goffman 1969; Knorr Cetina 2009); agents know there is a lot at stake (Dewey 1915, 507; Alexandrova 2008). As opposed to "killed moments" (such as "thumbing through a magazine") or the routine of everyday life, a fateful activity of gambling, for example, is consequential because it has "the capacity . . . to flow beyond the bounds of the occasion in which it is delivered and to influence objectively the later life [of the bettor]" (Goffman 1969, 116). The notion of situational becoming is formed: "In offering this definition Goffman of course knew, but did not emphasize, that expected consequences also objectively influence how the situation itself proceeds – for example, the dread of losing may contribute to the thrill of gambling" (Knorr Cetina 2009, 81). In the contributions of this topical section, flood management, pesticide emission assessment, ecology, health care policy, and financial markets provide valuable examples of fields in which decisions are genuinely fateful. Furthermore, fatefulness causes the issues of legitimization and acceptance of model-based decisions to be especially prominent: there is a need to justify model results and related decisions to a much broader audience than in the field of science. Fatefulness also frequently involves a particular time pressure – to decide immediately – which science does not imply to such an extent. To decide and act in a becoming world, agents strive to resolve the genuinely incomplete situation. Closure makes the uncertain situation manageable and decidable. It is about the "choice of the framework in which [questions] are asked and . . . the choice of the rules used to connect what we label 'the question' with what we take for an 'answer'" (von Foerster 2003, 293). The centrality of the closure process implies the departure from the still widely accepted understanding of decision making as a purely analytical calculation and mechanistic choice. Alternative ways are necessary to address the uncertain, fluid, and becoming economic situation. To date, some relevant concepts have been developed: the "practical judgment" (Dewey 1915), the "successive limited comparison" or "muddling-through" (Lindblom 1959), the process of "calculating where we can" (Keynes 1936/2012), "framing" (Goffman 1974), "heuristics" (Gigerenzer and Todd 1999; Gigerenzer 2007), "bricolage" (de Certeau 1984), "mindfulness" and "sensemaking" (Weick 1995 and 2001; Weick and Sutcliffe 2001), as well as "acting sensibly" (Smith 2011). All of these decision-making concepts differ from the calculationbased techniques of decision making as presupposed by the rational choice theory, for example. These authors acknowledge that it is impossible to perfectly eliminate uncertainty and lack of knowledge and are characterized by simultaneously acting toward many objectives, monitoring the constantly changing environments, identifying and juggling rules that are constantly adjusted, discovering the way en route and maintaining an escape path. There is considerable "preparatory work and the work of seeing and attention" (Knorr Cetina 2009, 76) necessary. While determining the route in the process of deciding and acting, they may rely on the wrong map and succeed (recall Weick's example of the lost alpinist group in the Alps, who rescued themselves after one of the members located the map of Pyrenees; this wrong map helped the group Models at Work-Models in Decision Making 567 to become active alert and rescue itself). We refer to action-like decision-making (Goffman 1969), which enables coping with the genuine uncertainty and undecidability in an incomplete situation by actually dealing with the world. The decision-making process can be conceptualized as Dewey's "practical judgment," which is the process of constantly searching for fateful solutions and actions. "Practical judgment" – as opposed to epistemic judgment – indicates not only the discovery of fixed foundations of knowledge and expertise, which is typical in science, but first of all the directed process of provisional "fixing upon the course of action demanded to carry an incomplete situation to its fulfillment" (ibid., 514). It requires the combination of some formal rules with intuition, interpretation, "preparedness" (Knorr 2009) and creativity (Joas 1996). This understanding is consistent with the findings of the contributions in this section. Those insights with respect to the decision-making process require additional analyses regarding the conceptualization of models, i.e., our understanding of what models are and how they work as elements of decision making in policy and economy. Certainly, we can extract important ideas from the "practice turn" literature to stress the flexibility of models, their materiality, the variety of their roles, and the importance of pragmatic factors for their use. However, decision making imposes conditions that we do not frequently encounter in science such as: time pressure, the necessity to act, the fatefulness and immediacy of decisions, and the high demand for legitimization and justification. These conditions distinguish the construction and use of models in decision making from dealing with models in science so that the extended account of modeling becomes necessary. In the contributions to this topical section, we discover some components of this extended conceptualization. 4. Models in Decision-Making 4.1 Decision-making at large As previously mentioned, the primary drawback to existing studies on models in decision making is their fragmentary character, i.e., they focus on only one aspect, such as model construction with a strong emphasis on epistemic work or heterogeneous model roles in decision making. However, the concept of decision making as "practical judgment," as constant search for solutions under conditions of uncertainty and necessity to act as well as to justify decisions, necessitates the investigation of decision making at large (van Egmond and Zeiss in this section). This understanding is programmatic. Decision making does not occur at a particular point in time. It is a process that includes the (policy) initiation demand for the development of a model, the process of model construction, and the subsequent application of the evidence and predictions of a model for intervention and action (fig. 1). The concept of decision making at large implies that fateful political decisions are not made after a model is constructed and becomes available as a completed calculative tool. 568 Ekaterina Svetlova and Vanessa Dirksen Policy iniave (policy call) Modeling (model construcon) Deciding (acon/ intervenon) Consequences Ongoing decision-making Ongoing jusficaon of decisions Fig. 1. Decision making at large. Rather, model-based political and economic decisions include the initial call for a model and the phase of model construction. During the stage of model initiation, political requirements are translated into scientific possibilities, which significantly determine questions that are later raised and answered by the model. Van Egmond and Zeiss (this section) explain: During the construction phase of models, models offer space for coordination and negotiation between different research organizations and science and policy domains. They thereby bring together different social worlds, and legitimate participation in (new) policy fields. This may result in broad(er) support for the decisions made, contribute to a depoliticization of political issues, or even create "new" policy fields (health economics). Moreover, models become a common reference point and/or an obligatory point of passage for the policy field. Model construction can therefore be considered as an early phase of decision-making processes, intended as such or not. During this stage, decisions are made by both scientists and policy makers, which influence the later model outcomes, i.e. science-policy boundary work takes place, and insiders and outsiders are created. The provisional "fixing upon the course of action" (Dewey 1915, 514) begins while the model is not yet here but just about to be. For example, arguments for legitimization and justification of future model-based decisions commence in this early stage and determine the subsequent uses of the models. 4.2 The phase of model construction The contribution by Landström and Whatmore in this section provides valuable descriptions of three modes of model construction and illustrates the importance of this decision-making phase for the "working life" of models. The authors contrast Models at Work-Models in Decision Making 569 the purely scientific mathematical experimentation with the pragmatic modes of virtual engineering and participatory modeling in flood management in the UK. Academic scientists are exposed to practically no constraints during model construction, whereas engineering consultants, for example, rely on pre-existing models, standardized software, and visualization tools that conform to the needs of clients. The authority to develop new tools and ask new questions is often as important as the effort to create the best possible model. This (often standardized) process of model construction predetermines subsequent approaches to situation closure and "constrains which questions can be asked and answered" (Landström and Whatmore in this section). Of particular interest is the use of participatory modeling as a way of formally including lay citizens into decision-making processes at an early stage. In this special section, Landström and Whatmore, as well as van Egmond and Zeiss, describe how models facilitate this inclusion – science steps outside of its traditional institutional network and involves various stakeholders in the process of knowledge generation using computer models. For example, scientists develop scenarios, which are the bases for computer simulations, in collaboration with local communities. Thus, knowledge generated by models takes a genuinely interactional form; it is about the collective development of knowledge with science rather than in science: "Participatory modeling brings to the forefront the politics of knowledge" (Landström and Whatmore in this section; our emphasis) because in these processes knowledge that is relevant for later fateful decisions is produced; it feeds them. However, participatory modeling as a "shared activity" in the stage of construction often remains inconsequential. In this topical section, van Egmond and Zeiss discuss an interesting case of the LARCH biodiversity assessment model in which participation of non-scientists (namely, policy-makers) failed due to the lack of interest and motivation by the latter to contribute. Moreover, Landström and Whatmore's article indicates that the democratized expertise of models does not imply an ultimate inclusion of local participants into formal decision making (these findings are consistent with existing social research on participation, [e.g., Jasanoff 2003; Lengwiler 2008]). However, the concept of decision-making at large and its focus on model construction as an early phase of decision making stresses the potential for participatory modeling as a way to influence decisions, which is often wasted or not recognized. The importance of the model construction phase for the determination of subsequent interventions and actions can also be tracked in the article by van Egmond and Zeiss (this section). For example, the PEARL model on pesticide leaching was originally designed to be a high-quality, authoritative, and broadly accepted model in the European community; the issue of legitimization was crucial from the inception of the model. These particular policy aims and their consequential pursuit determined at the very early stage of the model's "working life" that the PEARL model "became an obligatory regulatory instrument in assessing which pesticides can enter the market and which cannot," i.e., "an obligatory regulatory point of passage" (van Egmond and Zeiss 2010). At the same time, van Egmond and Zeiss depict the development of the Care 570 Ekaterina Svetlova and Vanessa Dirksen model, which assesses economic issues of the Dutch health care sector, as the process in which political arguments are substantially intertwined with scientific considerations. Thus, the scientific soundness and pragmatic arguments of usefulness for policy collided and, in the end, political interests dominated and impeded the creation of an efficient model; this development determined subsequent ways of model use as a very tentative, sporadically applied instrument. To understand the role of these models in decision making processes, we argue that these models should be addressed in the context of what we call "policy and decision making at large." We put forward the argument that it is crucial to consider model construction as an early phase of decision making which, in turn, is mediated by the changing contexts within which the models are further developed and operate. (van Egmond and Zeiss in this section) In the next section, we address the issue of the ever-changing contexts in which decision making occurs, as well as the related consequences for our concept of models as decision-making instruments. 4.3 Decision making as a high-context activity If we subscribe to the understanding of decision-making as "practical judgment," the aforementioned model-focused view, which has dominated discussions about model use in applied fields thus far, should be considered problematic. It seems contradictory to conceptualize a model as a central instrument of decision making for two reasons. First, models – due to their nature – are calculative instruments; their role as "devices of calculation" (Wansleben in this section) cannot be completely eliminated by other roles. However, as previously discussed, calculation of any type is inadequate to reach a decision; every calculation should be subverted, exceeded, and complemented by other "instruments," such as intuition and judgment. Thus, it is inconsequential (incoherent) to proclaim models as the principal tools of decision making. Second, in the ever-changing context of "practical judgment," a specific temporal ordering of model-based decision making becomes obvious: Models are more rigid and fixed than the fluid decision-making situation. Thus, they will always remain a part of the constantly incomplete knowledge about this situation and may help to reduce uncertainty and close the situation only to the extent that decisions become possible (but not optimal or unambiguous). How can such an insufficient instrument be employed to make decisions? To become useful for decision making, models as abstract and idealized instruments should be connected to the real world – they should be de-idealized – in a particular way. Due to the substantial context, the ongoing perfect adjustment of a model to a world that constantly changes would be a hopeless endeavor. Thus, in contrast to the existing Models at Work-Models in Decision Making 571 philosophical accounts in which the de-idealization of models typically presupposes the manipulation of the model itself (e.g., the replacement of unrealistic assumptions or the re-introduction of omitted factors (Cartwright 1989; Nowak 1980 and 1989; Hausman 1992; and McMullin 1985), the connection of models to the real world of decision making does not require the constant changing of models (Mackett 1998; Svetlova 2012 and 2013). Admittedly, the contributions to this topical section demonstrate that models can be adjusted in the process of their use. For example, van Egmond and Zeiss state that the PEARL model is regularly updated "when new knowledge becomes available or solutions are found for problems that had been identified." This adjustment occurs, however, in retrospect, after the world has already changed. Note that our claim is not that models remain stable after their construction is finalized but that the speed of the ongoing adjustments of models is much slower than the change of the natural environment or market reality. Wansleben (this section) also emphasizes that models rely on the inertia between past and future and the presupposition of stable relationships between variables. Furthermore, some pragmatic factors contribute to the relative stability of models. Thus, van Egmond and Zeiss (this section) suggest that a number of sub-versions (modules) of the LARCH model were developed to enable the application of the model in ad-hoc projects; however, the modules remained fixed after this adjustment due to cost and time constraints. Paradoxically, the relative fixity of models enables their successful use as an effective navigating tool in a complex and ever-changing reality (Svetlova 2013). Maintaining stability of the model enables users to observe the becoming world and orientate themselves in it (otherwise, they would resemble a captain who tries to navigate a ship by using different binoculars every time or by constantly moving the binoculars). Models in decision making do not help to "represent" or to "catch" reality. They provide a structure for analysis and discussion and serve as anchors or benchmarks to which a changing reality is subsequently compared and, thus, can be observed (models as "spectacles" in Wansleben's contribution). In the process of decision making as "practical judgment," models do not radically reduce uncertainty and close the situation by providing alternatives and calculating the optimal solutions; they primarily participate in the "preparatory work and the work of seeing and attention" (Knorr Cetina 2009, 76). Wansleben (this section) illustrates this point by describing how foreign exchange analysts use models as anchors for stories ("views") about future market development. These investment professionals do not blindly accept the model result as an ultimate forecast but enhance it by asking "What does the model tell us within this particular situation?" By answering this question, analysts compare the model and the real world and incorporate pragmatic aspects of decision making, such as intuition, judgment, audience, and justification, which complement the formal results of the model and make even the "untrue" (imperfect) model useful (recall the "wrong" map of Pyrenees). Note that models play an active, although highly mediated, role in decision making. Their genuinely calculative nature and relative rigidity cause them to assume secondary 572 Ekaterina Svetlova and Vanessa Dirksen roles (communication, mediation, and justification) in deciding and determine the necessity of active mediation between models and reality (models as "entangled instruments" in Wansleben's article). For example, in applied contexts, such as in business, "the model is an aid to appraisal and thus decision-making, but is far from being the prime focus for the decision-maker" (Shackley 1998, 86). In the process of making models work in decision making, pragmatic factors such as the active roles of model users, the audience, and narrative devices become especially crucial. Note that these factors are not actual parts of the model structure despite their relation to it, however. Pragmatic adjustments work "outside" of the model and enable the explicit connection of models to the world. Thus, the concept of decisionmaking at large exhibits not just a temporal dimension: Only by analyzing the entire process of the pragmatic de-idealizing efforts, can we understand how models reduce uncertainty and enable decisions in the highly contextual fields of their application. These considerations explain why investigations of "models at work" should focus on the decision-making process at large and not just on modeling issues. 4.4 Model-based lifestyles in decision making The described processes of model adjustment and de-idealization are significant and can assume different forms, depending on how they proceed, various decision-making lifestyles, or "cultures of modeling and model use" (Wansleben in this section). First, they are characterized by the grade of reliance on the model by users, or the formal status of the model in decision-making. The existing literature as well as contributions included in this topical section discuss a range of possible lifestyles: from the "over-calculative view" and "quantitative enthusiasm," which are characterized by the strong reliance on models in decision-making, to the "under-calculative view" and "quantitative skepticism" as cultures, in which models are used tentatively and can always be abandoned in favor of some pragmatic deliberations, such as orientation towards peers/competitors or judgment (Beunza and Stark 2010; Mikes 2009 and 2011). In the contributions to this section, such polar positions can also be found. On the one hand, the "quantitative enthusiasm" is represented by the PEARL model, which is a standard obligatory model to assess pesticide leaching and to evaluate related policies. The "quantitative skepticism," on the other hand, which is not officially employed to assess biodiversity and whose role in the decision-making process is nearly impossible to trace, is illustrated by the culture of model neglect in the field of financial analysis (models provide "a piece of knowledge that is not at the center of their [analysts'] own knowledge culture") in the Wansleben's contribution as well as the LARCH model in van Egmond and Zeiss' article. We find various gradations between these polar positions. For example, the Care model, which is "a distribution model" that enables politicians "to think and to talk Models at Work-Models in Decision Making 573 about healthcare in terms of markets and competition," influences the direction of policy and decisions but does it in a strongly mediated and indirect way (van Egmond and Zeiss in this section). How models influence decision making is also highly determined by the organizational settings in which the models are applied. Decision-making lifestyles depend on organizational framings that determine whether the model users are obliged to strictly implement the results of the model or whether they enjoy flexibility, i.e., whether the style of model use represents one of the poles of the aforementioned range (Svetlova 2008 and 2012; on the importance of institutional settings for model use, see also Greenberger et al. 1976; Smith 1998; Mikes 2009 and 2011). Wansleben (this section) also describes how the affiliation of bank economists and analysts with particular organizational departments affects their ongoing work on models as well as the status of models in their "culture of modeling and model use." The organizational aspect is also crucial because models travel not only through time – among various stages of decision-making at large – as depicted in fig. 1, but also through organizational parts and cultures of model use and decision-making lifestyles. This notion is addressed in the contributions of Wansleben and van Egmond and Zeiss. While traveling, models change their roles and statuses; thus, the investigation of models' traveling routes becomes particularly important. All these observations have consequences for further research. 5. A case for a more elaborated biographical approach The concept of decision making at large as a process that simultaneously includes preparatory work, model construction, and model use stresses the centrality of a biographical approach for understanding the roles of models in decision making. Until now, the common denominator of this approach (Appadurai 1986 or 1990; Rheinberger 1997; Daston 2000; Howlett and Morgan 2011) was an interest in tracing the circulation of epistemic things and ideas across various, primarily scientific, contexts and uses. However, the consideration of models in the framework of decision making at large requires the expansion of the biographical approach because models distinctly transgress their common understanding as epistemic objects. In this context, the investigation of the traveling routes of models becomes pivotal. Models may be developed in fundamental science and subsequently travel to the field of their application in policy or financial markets while undergoing severe changes in the course of this process; or they may be constructed in the practical field and subsequently travel to fundamental science for further development. In addition, models travel between and within organizations and change their roles and status. It is important to follow model traveling routes "over long periods of time" (van Egmond and Zeiss in this section) without focusing on either model construction or model use. Researchers should care about description of decision-making as a coherent process (as represented 574 Ekaterina Svetlova and Vanessa Dirksen in fig. 1) from the idea of a new model or a political demand for it to the justification of model-based decisions and their consequences. In this respect, we consider van Egmond and Zeiss' paper (this section) a trendsetter. In long-term studies, detailed descriptions of how model results are translated into political and managerial decisions should be provided. We did not find such descriptions in the existing literature nor were they the focus of the contributions in this topical section. However, it is crucial to obtain more "messy" details on, for example, how the EUR/USD forecast of the Forex models is translated into a decision to buy or to sell a particular amount of a particular currency, or how the results of the Care model are used to make concrete decisions about healthcare policy. Generally, it is important to investigate the decisions that can and cannot be made with models. Furthermore, a detailed analysis of how model-based decisions are justified, which is also largely overlooked, is needed. Moreover, a more detailed classification of decision-making lifestyles and cultures is required. In this article, we presented a range of extreme lifestyles: from the trust in and reliance on models to the inattention to models. However, in most cases, it would be helpful to classify models according to parameters, such as personal trust in models by users, organizational requirements (to blindly follow or overrule a model), the role of the external audience and its expectations, typical narratives, and methods of model de-idealization. The compilation of a grid that comprises major criteria for further research of decision-making cultures would be particularly helpful in comparing future case studies. References Alexandrova, Anna. 2008. "Making Models Count." Philosophy of Science 75:383–404. Appadurai, Arjun. 1990. "Disjuncture and Difference in the Global Cultural Economy." Public Culture 2(2):1–24. Beunza, Daniel, and David Stark. 2010. "Models, Reflexivity and Systemic Risk: A Critique of Behavioral Finance" Working paper, http://ssrn.com/abstract=1285054 (last accessed May 5, 2011). Beunza, Daniel, and David Stark. 2012. "From Dissonance to Resonance: Cognitive Interdependence in Quantitative Finance." Economy and Society 41(3):383–417. Callender, Graig, and Jonathan Cohen. 2006. "There Is No Special Problem about Scientific Representation." Theoria 55:67–85. Callon, Michel. 1998. "Introduction: The Embeddedness of Economic Markets in Economics." In The Laws of the Market, edited by Michel Callon, 1–57. Oxford and Madlen MA: Blackwell. Carrier, Martin, and Alfred Nordmann. 2011. "Science in the Context of Application: Methodological Change, Conceptual Transformation, Cultural Re-Orientation." In Science in the Context of Application, edited by Martin Carrier and Alfred Nordmann, 1–7. Dordrecht: Springer. Cartwright, Nancy. 1989. Nature's Capacities and Their Measurement. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Daston, Lorraine, ed. 2000. Biographies of Scientific Objects. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. De Certeau, Michel. 1984. The Practice of Everyday Life. Berkeley/London: University of California Press. Den Butter, Frank, and Mary Morgan. 2000. Empirical Models and Policy Making: Interaction and Institutions. London: Routledge. Models at Work-Models in Decision Making 575 Derrida, Jacques. 2001. Limited Inc. Wien: Passagen. Dewey, John. 1915. "The Logic of Judgments of Practice." Journal of Philosophy, Psychology and Scientific Methods 12(19):505–523. Egmond, Stans van, and Ragna Zeiss. 2010. "Modeling for Policy: Science-Based Models as Performative Boundary Objects for Dutch Policy Making. Science Studies 23(1):58–78. Evans, Robert. 1999. Macroeconomic Forecasting: A Sociological Appraisal. Routledge Studies in the Modern World Economy. London: Routledge. Evans, Robert. 2000. "Economic Models and Economic Policy: What Economic Forecasters Can Do for Government." In Empirical Models and Policy-Making, edited by Frank den Butter and Mary S. Morgan, 206–228. London: Routledge. von Foerster, Heinz. 2003. Understanding Understanding: Essay On Cybernetics and Cognition. New York: Springer. Giere, Ronald N. 2004. "How Models Are Used to Represent Reality." Philosophy of Science (Symposia) 71:742–752. Gigerenzer, Gerd. 2007. Gut Feelings: The Intelligence of the Unconcious. London: Penguin Books. Gigerenzer, Gerd, and Peter M. Todd. 1999. Simple Heuristics that Make Us Smart. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Goffman, Erving. 1969. "Where the Action Is." In Where the Action Is: Three Essays, edited by Erving Goffman, 107–206. London: Penguin Press. Goffman, Erving. 1974. Frame Analysis: An Essay on the Organization of Experience. Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press. Gramelsberger, Gabriele. 2011. "Generation of Evidence in Simulation Runs: Interlinking With Models for Predicting Weather and Climate Change." Simulation & Gaming 42(2):212–224. Gramelsberger, Gabriele, and Johann Feichter, eds. 2011. Climate Change and Policy: The Calculability of Climate Change and the Challenge of Uncertainty. Heidelberg/Berlin/New York: Springer. Greenberger, Martin, Mathew Crensson, and Brian Crissey. 1976. Models in the Policy Process. New York: Russel Sage Foundation. Hausman, Daniel. 1992. The Inexact and Separate Science of Economics. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Howlett, Peter, and Mary S. Morgan, eds. 2011. How Well Do Facts Travel? The Dissemination of Reliable Knowledge. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Jasanoff, Sheila. 1990. The Fifth Branch: Science Advisors as Policymakers. Cambridge: Harvard University Press. Jasanoff, Sheila. 2003. "Technologies of Humility: Citizens Participation in Governing Science." Minerva 41(3):223–244. Jasanoff, Sheila. 2005. Designs on Nature: Science and Democracy in Europe and the United States. Princeton: Princeton University Press. Joas, Hans. 1996. The Creativity of Action. London: Polity Press. Keynes, John M. [1936] 2012. The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money. Reprinted in Collected Writings of John Maynard Keynes, edited by Elizabeth Johnson and Donald Moggridge, vol. 7. London: Macmillan. Keynes, John M. 1973. Collected Writings of John Maynard Keynes, vol. 14: The General Theory and After: Part II. Defence and Development. London: Macmillan. Knorr Cetina, Karin. 1997. "Sociality with Objects: Social Relations in Post-Social Knowledge Societies." Theory, Culture & Society 14:1–30. Knorr Cetina, Karin. 1999. Epistemic Cultures: How the Sciences Make Knowledge. Cambridge: Harvard University Press. Knorr Cetina, Karin. 2001. "Objectual Practice." In The Practice Turn in Contemporary Theory, edited by Theodore R. Schatzki, Karin Knorr Cetina, and Eike von Savigny, 175–188. London/New York: Routledge. 576 Ekaterina Svetlova and Vanessa Dirksen Knorr Cetina, Karin. 2007. "Culture in Global Knowledge Societies: Knowledge Cultures and Epistemic Cultures." Interdisciplinary Science Reviews 32(4):361–375. Knorr Cetina, Karin. 2009. "The Synthetic Situation: Interactionism for a Global World." Symbolic Interaction 32(1):61–87. Knuuttila, Tarja. 2005. "Models, Representation, and Mediation." Philosophy of Science 72:1260–1271. Knuuttila, Tarja. 2011. "Modeling and Representing: An Artefactual Approach." Studies in History and Philosophy of Science 42:262–271. Knuuttila, Tarja, Martina Merz, and Erika Mattila. 2006. "Computer Models and Simulations in Scientific Practice." Science Studies 19(1):3–11. Knuuttila, Tarja, and Martina Merz. 2009. "Understanding by Modeling: An Objectual Approach." In Scientific Understanding: Philosophical Perspectives, edited by Henk W. de Regt, Sabina Leonelli, and Kai Eigner, 146–168. Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press. Lane, Stuart N., Catharina Landström, and Sarah J. Whatmore. 2011. "Imagining Flood Futures: Risk Assessment and Management in Practice." Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A, 369:1784– 1806. Lengwiler, Martin. 2008. "Participatory Approaches in Science and Technology: Historical Origins and Current Practices in Critical Perspective." Science, Technology and Human Values 33:186–200. Lindblom, Charles E. 1959. "The Science of 'Muddling Through'." Public Administration Review 19(2):79– 88. MacKenzie, Donald. 2003. "An Equation and Its Worlds: Bricolage, Exemplars, Disunity and Performativity in Financial Economics." Social Studies of Science 33:831–868. MacKenzie, Donald. 2006. An Engine, Not a Camera: How Financial Models Shape Markets. Cambridge: MIT Press. MacKenzie, Donald. 2007. "Is Economics Performative? Option Theory and the Construction of Derivatives Markets." In Do Economists Make Markets? On the Performativity of Economics, edited by Donald MacKenzie, Fabian Muniesa, and Lucia Siu, 54–86. Princeton: Princeton University Press. Mackett, Roger L. 1998. "Role of Travel Demand Models in Appraisal and Policy-Making." Impact Assessment and Project Appraisal 16(2):91–99. Mäki, Uskali. 2009. "MISSing the World: Models as Isolations and Credible Surrogate Systems." Erkenntnis 70(1):29–43. Mansnerus, Erika. 2012. "Understanding and Governing Public Health Risks by Modeling." In Handbook of Risk Theory, edited by Sabine Roeser, Rafaela Hillerbrand, Per Sandin and Martin Peterson, 213–237. London, New York, Heidelberg: Springer. McMullin, Ernan. 1985. "Galilean Idealization." Studies in History and Philosophy of Science 16:247–273. Mikes, Anette. 2009. "Risk Management and Calculative Cultures." Management Accounting Research 20:18–40. Mikes, Anette. 2011. "From Counting Risk to Making Risk Count: Boundary-Work in Risk Management." Accounting, Organizations and Society 36(4–5):226–245. Morgan, Mary S., and Margaret Morrison, eds. 1999. Models as Mediators: Perspectives on Natural and Social Science. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Nowak, Leszek. 1980. The Structure of Idealization: Towards a Systematic Interpretation of the Marxian Idea of Science. Dordrecht, Boston, London: Reidel. Nowak, Leszek. 1989. "On the (Idealizational) Structure of Economic Theories." Erkenntnis 30:225–246. Petersen, Arthur C. 2008. "The Practice of Climate Simulation and Its Social and Political Context." Netherlands Journal of Geoscience 87(3):219–229. Pickering, Andrew. 1995. The Mangle of Practice: Time, Agency, and Science. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. Rheinberger, Hans-Jörg. 1997. Toward a History of Epistemic Things: Synthesizing Proteins in the Test Tube. Stanford: Stanford University Press. Models at Work-Models in Decision Making 577 Shackley, Simon. 1998. "Introduction to Special Section on the Use of Models in Appraisal and PolicyMaking. Impact Assessment and Project Appraisal 16(2):81–89. Shackley, Simon. 2001. "Epistemic Lifestyles in Climate Change Modeling." In Changing the Atmosphere: Expert Knowledge and Environmental Governance, edited by Clark A. Miller and Paul N. Edwards, 107– 133. Cambridge: MIT Press. Shackley, Simon, James Risbey, Peter Stone, and Brian Wynne. 1999. "Adjusting to Policy Expectations in Climate Change Modeling: An Interdisciplinary Study of Flux Adjustments in Coupled AtmosphereOcean General Circulation Models." Climatic Change 43:413–454. Smith, Ron. 1998. "Use of Quantitative Models in UK Economic Appraisal and Policy-Making." Impact Assessment and Project Appraisal 16(2):105–114. Smith, Charles W. 2011. "Coping with Contingencies in Equity Option Markets: The 'Rationality' of Pricing." In The Worth of Goods: Valuation & Pricing in the Economy, edited by Jens Beckert and Patrik Aspers, 272–294. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Star, Susan L., and James R. Griesemer. 1989. "Institutional Ecology, 'Translations' and Boundary Objects: Amateurs and Professionals in Berkeley's Museum of Vertebrate Zoology, 1907–39." Social Studies of Science 19:387–420. Suárez, Mauricio. 2003. "Scientific Representation: Against Similarity and Isomorphism." International Studies in the Philosophy of Science 17:225–244. Suárez, Mauricio. 2004. "An Inferential Conception of Scientific Representation." Philosophy of Science (Symposia) 71:767–779. Svetlova, Ekaterina. 2008. "Framing Complexity in Financial Markets: An Example of Portfolio Management." Science, Technology & Innovation Studies 4(2):115–130. Svetlova, Ekaterina. 2012. "On the Performative Power of Financial Models." Economy and Society 41(3):418–434. Svetlova, Ekaterina. 2013. "De-idealization by Commentary: The Case of Financial Valuation Models." Synthese 190(2):321–337. Van den Bogaard, Adrienne. 1999. "Past Measurement and Future Prediction." In Models as Mediators: Perspectives on Natural and Social Science, edited by Mary S. Morgan and Margaret Morrison, 282–325. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Weick, Karl E. 1995. Sensemaking in Organisations. Thousand Oaks [u.a.]: Sage Publications. Weick, Karl E. 2001. Making Sense of the Organization. Malden/Oxford/Victoria MA: Blackwell. Weick, Karl E., and Kathleen M. Sutcliffe. 2001. Managing the Unexpected: Assuring High Performance in an Age of Complexity. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers.